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In connection with the influence of the conductivity of the particles two problems arise for discussion. First, the whole particle may be homogeneous. In this case the influence of the conductivity of the particle cannot be investigated experimentally as the conductivity of the particle cannot be varied without varying the composition of the whole particle including its phase boundary. Secondly, the particle may be heterogeneous when the surface film is composed of material entirely different from that of the bulk. Particles having identical surface film s, but varying in the conductivity and chemical make-up of the enclosed bulk of the particles may be then compared. Such particles can be obtained by suspending particles of varied chemical nature and electric conductivity in dilute protein solutions (10) . The adsorbed film of protein determines the properties of the surface which is responsible for the mobility of the particle, while the chief material is excluded from direct contact with the medium. If the material making up the bulk of the particle were to influence the velocity of migration, then this influence could only be due to the varying conductivity if the influence of size and shape of particle can be excluded.
Methods.
Apparatus.--A horizontally fixed microscopic cataphoresis cell similar in arrangement to that described by Northrop and Kunitz (11) was employed. Certain modifications were found useful which have been described in detail elsewhere (12) . The cell was of Pyrex glass, about 0.8 ram. in depth, 9 ram. wide, and the hydrodynamic conditions followed the principles laid down for such systems by yon Smoluchowski (1). Non-polarizable electrodes were used. The applied ~.M.F.'S were great enough to give easily measurable velocities with no heating effects.
Materials.--Droplets of Nujol, benzyl alcohol, castor oil, a parafl~u oil, and coca butter were studied in media (alcohol-water, cane sugarwater mixtures containing traces of electrolytes) of approximately the same specific gravity as the oils themselves. Certain droplets were studied in systems containing su/ficient protein to give the droplets at least a complete surface of protein. This procedure gives very uniform surfaces because of the similarly adsorbed protein films, and was 590 CATAPHORETIC ~rOBILITY therefore used to study needles and droplets simultaneously. Asbestos needles of various lengths remained fairly well suspended in watery and dilute protein solutions, as did recrystaUized m-aminobenzoic acid crystalline needles. In all experiments the following precautions were observed: 1. The vertical movements of the particles due to gravity were eliminated as far as possible, by having the density of the medium and of the particle similar.
2. Measurements were always made at the stationary water layer in the. cell to make sure that the mobility observed in the mid-regions 592 CATAPHORETIC MOBILITY (where most observations reported have been made) was not simply due to electroendosmotic streaming of the water within the cell.
EXPERIMENTAL.
The Effect of Particle Diameter on Cataphoretic Mobility.-
Droplets of the following substances were studied: The details are in the tables where typical protocols are presented.
Nujol 0.5 v to 35 v Table I . Benzyl alcohol 0.5t~ to 45v Table II. Paraffin oil 2v to 25~, Table III . Coca butter lv to 8~ Table IV. Castor oll 1~ to 10v Table V.
All our experiments have been performed in the presence of sufficient electrolyte or protein to avoid the complications found in Mooney's experiments. As mentioned previously, this author noted that in electrolyte-poor emulsions, droplets having larger diameters move more rapidly than smaller droplets. Mooney also noted that this difference in velocity was less in the presence of electrolytes. The observations of Mooney have been confirmed by the authors in very electrolyte-poor emulsions containing no proteins on a few
occasions.
An analysis of the five tables just mentioned discloses that under the stated conditions the cataphoretic velocity of oil droplets is independent of their diameter. The larger drops were easily studied and as has been described under methods, media of almost identical specific gravity with that of the droplets were used. Very rarely (less than about I of 1 per cent of all observations) anomalous behavior of droplets was observed. A droplet would migrate very quickly or very slowly. The relatively large changes produced by small amounts of impurities in the system is sufficient to account for these variations which are in no way related to their size or shape.
The Effect of Particle Length on Cataphoretic Velocity.--Asbestos
pulp in dilute suspensions gives needles of easily studied lengths from 3~ to 200v. The diameter of the needles was from about lu to 3~. Long cylinders of very small radius were, therefore, available for study. These needles were studied suspended in distilled water and in dilute protein solutions. Fig. 1 gives the data for these two types of media. In the figure the orientation of the particle is given by its position, the length of the particle by the scale and the time in seconds taken for the particles to migrate a given distance, the same for all particles, by FIG. 1. The field is divided into two parts. In right lower hand comer is the scale to which the asbestos needles have been drawn. The slight differences in radius were neglected. The group of needles to the left of the dotted line were studied in distilled water with the orientation as when observed; the number to the right of each needle is the time in seconds required to migrate a given distance which was the same for the whole group. The needles to the right of the dotted line were studied in N/1000 HCI containing 0.05 per cent gelatin which coats the needles with a protein film. The numbers have the previous significance. This figure demonstrates that neither size nor orientation of particle changes the cataphoretic velocity.
the number next to the particle. It is evident that for such particles the cataphoretic velocity is independent of particle size, thus confirming with particles of entirely different shape the results obtained with oil droplets.
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Orientation of Needle-Shaped Particles during Migration.
Most of the needle-shaped particles long enough to have no brownian movement are found in horizontal planes, but oriented at random within these planes. During the migration this random orientation is not disturbed over distance of 500u or so. 1 These observations demonstrate that the streaming of fluid within the cell is practically laminar, making possible the application of yon Smoluchowski's formula, indicating the relationship of the velocity of a particle to its depth within the cell.
The Effect of the Shape of the Particle on Cataphoretic Velocity.
The following needle-shaped particles were investigated: (a) Asbestos needles from just visible lengths up to 70u long. (b) m-Aminobenzoic acid crystals (needles up to 100~ long). These were compared in the same medium (protein solutions) with small paraffin oil or mastix globules lu to 5~ in diameter. When such substances are suspended in protein-free media they have different cataphoretic velocities because of their chemically different surfaces. When suspended in dilute protein (e.g. 0.1 per cent gelatin) solutions they adsorb a protein film and in this way, the needles and oil globules are given chemically similar surfaces. That the protein film in such instances may give values of cataphoretic velocity remarkably close to the native protein has been shown by Abramson (9) and by Freundlich and Abramson (8) . These experiments have been confirmed by Briggs (13) using an entirely different method. Fig. 2 shows groups of particles studied at the same level. The particles are drawn to the scale indicated or are of the size noted. An oil droplet and a needle were always studied at the same level at the same time. The time of migration over a given distance is given in seconds next to the particle. These experiments demonstrate that for very extreme instances of particle size and shape the velocity of cataphoretic migration is here determined solely by the surface characteristics of the particle and is independent of both size and shape within the limits studied.
Red cell rouleaux have also been observed to exhibit the same phenomenon in serum and other liquids. The same was true for gelatin gels (8, 9 Each pair was studied at the same level in the cell. The numbers following each particle are the relative speeds. It is evident that there is no change in cataphoretlc velocity even for these limiting cases. Brackets refer to droplets P = oil. A = agar. studied at particular levels in the cataphoresis cell. 
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The Influence of Particle Conductivity.
The following kinds of particles, all covered with protein films, were studied simultaneously in dilute electrolyte solutions: paraffin droplets, quartz particles, droplets of benzyl alcohol, carbon particles, particles of agar. The conductivity of the material of these particles varies from virtually zero in the case of quartz, up to a conductivity practically equal to that of the surrounding medium in the case of agar. The protein film was obtained either with gelatin or with The electrophoretic mobility of microscopically visible particles is independent of size, shape and conductivity of the particle within the limits of the experimental error. This is valid for extreme variations in size, shape and conductivity.
